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Dogtra Introduces New Technology for 2-Dog Handlers with the T&B DUAL 

(Torrance, CA.) Dogtra, producer of the world’s finest e-collars and dog training products, 
introduces the T&B DUAL. This revolutionary system allows hunters, trainers, and handlers to 
exercise total control over two dogs working together. The T&B DUAL comes as either a 2-dog 
system or a 1-dog system that can be expanded to 2-dogs. 

Upland bird hunters often hunt with two dogs and the ability to have independent control 
over both animals is a huge plus during training and in the field. The new T&B DUAL provides 
that control without having to switch stimulation levels or utilize a second handheld 
transmitter, so the dog handler has full control at his fingertips.   

Hunters and handlers demand quick communication of activity from their handheld 
transmitters and the new DUAL DIAL doesn’t disappoint. The handheld transmitter features 
an OLED screen that shows the individual stimulation levels for each dog and features two 
127-level Rheostat Dials that control the stimulation levels. The new T&B DUAL has an 
effective range of 1.5 miles and features a Run/Point Beeper Mode, single button Nick/
Constant stimulation with a tap for Nick and hold for Constant, HPP Vibration, and Locate 
Beeper with adjustable pitch which fits the needs of upland hunters, trainers, and handlers.    

The T&B DUAL system is created to be expandable and compatible with the 2700T&B 
receiver/collars. 

Without question the new Dogtra T&B DUAL is the perfect tool for hunters, trainers, and/or 
handlers who demand total control of one or two dogs whether in a training, handling or field 
situation. Visit booth  #1253 to see it in person!  

For additional media inquiries, please contact Jeff Thruston at Bernard & Associates. 

Make Every Dog Exceptional 
Astute trainers with proper training tools are the key to unleashing your dog’s potential. For over 30 years, 
Dogtra has collaborated with industry professionals to create class-leading tools for e-collar training, GPS 
tracking, and ball training to support dog owners in developing top-notch dogs. Trusted by professional dog 
trainers, K-9 officers, and hunters, Dogtra enhances your training journey with durable training products, 
equipped with patented accurate and intuitive control, to ensure the best experience. 

Join us, and together we can make every dog exceptional. For more information, visit www.dogtra.com 
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